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FIGURE 1.1 Flowering plants now dominate the land.
Some, like this enormous saguaro (Carnegiea gigantea), are
even able to tolerate the lack of moisture on this hot hillside
in the Sonoran desert. (Photograph of saguaro cactus and
author by Cathy Keddy, Phoenix, Arizona, 2007.) Saguaro
cacti are introduced in Section 7.2.1, while deserts and barrel
cacti are discussed in Chapter 10.
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1.1 Introduction: The Importance of Plants

1.1.1 Plants Are Abundant and They
Support Other Life Forms

Plants occur in almost every imaginable habitat on
Earth – exposed on wind-swept mountain tops,
submerged under water on lake bottoms, perched
perilously on branches in the rain forest canopy or
simply withstanding the sweltering desert sun.
Moreover, they can be many sizes, from microscopic
oceanic plankton to towering sequoias and euca-
lypts. Let me begin by introducing you to just three
plants that illustrate some of the larger terrestrial
species, and the topics we will explore in this book.
The saguaro cactus (Figure 1.1) is seen in many films
but in reality occurs only in the Madrean deserts of
the New World. This one was photographed just
outside of Phoenix, Arizona. The remarkable sausage
tree (Figure 1.2) grows naturally only in the tropics

of Africa, where it depends upon bats to pollinate its
flowers. The sacred fir (Figure 1.3) is restricted to just
a few mountains in Central America, where it pro-
vides a winter home for monarch butterflies. As we
proceed through this book you will meet many more
unusual plants and vegetation types. We will explore
the factors that control their abundance and consider
the challenges of managing habitats for
conservation.

There is a very practical reason for learning about
plants. They comprise more than 99 percent of all
the Earth’s living matter. That is to say, Earth is not
a world of lions and whales, but a world of conifers
and angiosperms. We can also say with confidence
that the biosphere – including the oxygen you are
breathing as you read this paragraph – is largely
the consequence of the origin and diversification
of plants. Without plants, conditions on

FIGURE 1.2 The world’s
tropical regions have an
enormous number of
flowering trees. One
example is this sausage
tree (Kigelia africana) on
the edge of a savanna in
Uganda. The flowers
open at night for
pollination by bats and
moths. The fruit is
consumed by mammals
including elephants.
(Photograph from
Wikimedia Commons)
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Earth – including temperature, types of rocks, the
composition of the atmosphere and even the chem-
ical composition of the oceans – would be vastly
different. And, of course, plants provide for human
sustenance, with the spread of human civilization
being linked to the first discovery of agriculture.
Global exploration (and wars) were driven by the
search for spices, including pepper and cinnamon,
which came from tropical trees. And then there are
the many other products such as rubber, cotton, silk,
quinine, tobacco, wine, potatoes, sugar cane, soy-
beans and heroin, all of which had, and continue to
have, enormous impacts upon human individuals
and human civilization (Laws 2010). Along the
way we shall also meet asteroids, burning cliffs,
dinosaurs, poisonous plants, seed-carrying ants,
carnivorous plants and wild orchids. And we
shall visit, briefly, locations including the

Andes Mountains, the Amazon River basin, the
Sonoran desert, South African deserts, Socotra
Island in the Middle East, the Galapagos Islands in
the Pacific Ocean and the forested mountains of
southern China. You will also meet an array of
early scientists who actually did the research that
made a book such as this possible.

The world will always need botanists and plant
ecologists. Many of the students on my courses
seem to want to use their skills to protect wild
animals and improve the human condition, but
I often find it necessary to explain that it is rarely
possible to be effective at these tasks without
some understanding of botany and ecology. If you
want to contribute to ecology, or to conservation,
or to many kinds of human welfare, you have to
know something about plants first. Those of you
planning to work in fields including forestry,
zoology, fisheries management, geography, plan-
ning or environmental studies (not to mention
molecular biology and medicine) may find it
helpful, if not absolutely necessary, to know
something about plant ecology. Indeed, one could
suggest further that there is little point in going
on a tropical holiday if you are unable to appre-
ciate the remarkable plants and vegetation found
there. If this book inspires you to continue with
the study of plant ecology, and provides some
resources to guide you in doing so, it will have
succeeded. Equally, however, if it enriches another
scholarly discipline that you intend to follow, or
at least helps you better appreciate parts of the
world that you one day visit, then it will have
succeeded in another way. With the increasing
specialization of many sub-disciplines in ecology
in particular, and biology in general, I also think
there is a need for a book that synthesizes the big
picture in a way that will allow specialists to
pursue their selected field more effectively. Hence
this is also a book for fellow professionals and, if
the early parts of each of the chapters seem
somewhat basic, you will find in the later sections
of each chapter enough depth and subtlety to
challenge even the expert.

FIGURE 1.3 Abies religiosa, or sacred fir, is one of
several conifers found in the mountains of Central
America at altitudes of 2,000 to 4,000 metres. A single
cone is typically greater than 10 cm long and typically
produces 300 to 400 seeds. This is also the preferred
tree in which overwintering monarch butterflies
hibernate. (Worthington Smith, 1887, Peter H. Raven
Library/Missouri Botanical Garden)
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1.1.2 Fundamentals and Overview

While plant ecology is generally defined as “the study
of relationships between plants and the environment”
plants do not, as this definition implies, merely
inhabit environments. Plants also create environ-
ments, and they may even control them. Where, then,
should one begin a book on plant ecology? The
answer is clearly genesis – the origin of plants and the
processes that created the current biosphere. As we all
learned in our first biology course, plants live by
capturing sunlight. The first chemical process we were
likely expected to memorize may well have been
photosynthesis. This was a world-changing process
and we will look at it in some detail.

Most newer students that I teach – including gradu-
ate students – appear to know relatively little about
global processes and geological time scales. I will
therefore start with the story of plants and the origin of
the biosphere in a quite general way, emphasizing long-
term consequences for the atmosphere, the oceans and
the land. The list of further readings will allow you to
pursue a deeper understanding of the impacts of plants
on biogeochemical cycles, energy flow and the green-
house effect. In Chapter 2 we will examine global pat-
terns in plant distribution and some of the explorers
who made these important discoveries, which might
inspire you to visit new areas of Earth and explore them
yourself. Then and only then will we encounter the
material with which most text books begin: resources
and plant growth. In Chapters 4 to 7 we will work our
way through the processes bywhich plants interact with
other plants, fungi and animals (including competition,
herbivory and mutualism), and the ecological conse-
quences of these interactions. In Chapter 8, we will
return to time, including the impacts of meteor
collisions and ice ages upon plants and vegetation.
Chapters 10 through 12 have more advanced work on
patterns in vegetation and how they are studied.Wewill
conclude, in Chapter 13, with the large scale again: the
growth of the human population and its consequences
for the biosphere and the Earth’s plants and vegetation.

But first, a brief introduction to plants and
vegetation types as they exist today.

1.1.3 The Number of Species and Their
Classification

There are now some 350,000 species of plants in total,
spread from coastal mangrove swamps to mountain
peaks. Many plants are found in deserts. Some even
grow in shallow water, including shallow salt water,
although none of these represents ancestral plants.
Contemporary wetland plants are species that have
re-invaded wetter habitats from terrestrial ancestors.
In this book we shall focus a good deal of time on
flowering plants, or angiosperms, because they are
the most common. However, this does not mean we
can safely ignore the other groups of plants. A brief
introduction to the others is given, following
Table 1.1, from the bottom to the top. The second most
common group is the gymnosperms, with seeds, and
often in cones, but plants with no flowers or fruits.
They appeared much earlier in evolutionary history,
and are common in the fossil record. Those of you
familiar with plants will know that the gymnosperms
are a somewhat artificial group, since they contain
four divisions: Coniferophyta, Cycadophyta, Ginkgo-
phyta and Gnetophyta. The latter three are quite
uncommon, although of considerable botanical and
evolutionary significance. They may show up from
time to time in this book, but you will survive if you
realize that when I refer to gymnosperms, I am mostly
referring to conifers, but trying to remind you that
they are not the only seed-bearing plant that lacks
flowers. The last group, a small proportion of the
numbers and biomass, is the spore-producing plants
that represent some early evolutionary stages, pter-
idophytes and other early vascular plants. Some of
these (such as Lepidodenron, see Figure 1.7) were
enormous, but only relatively small species survive
today, with the notable exception of the tree ferns.
Lastly there is the Bryophyta. They most likely repre-
sent the earliest stage of land colonization and still
remain relatively common in wet habitats, often as
epiphytes. And yet there is one exception: possibly the
most abundant plant in the world by weight is
Sphagnum moss (see Figure 10.13), the plant that
forms vast northern peat bogs.

4 Plants Create the Biosphere
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Now, obviously, this is quite a broad series of gen-
eralizations. I would encourage you to revisit a book of
basic botany and evolution to remind yourself of the
different main groups of plants. It will make this book
more interesting, and account for the occasional

digression into topics such as gametophytes. At a min-
imum, I shall assume that you know what an angio-
sperm, conifer and fern are, and I shall, when necessary,
use more technical names when it is appropriate.

1.1.4 Vegetation Types and Climate

One of the most useful general principles in plant
ecology is this: all the major types of plant commu-
nities on Earth are controlled by two main factors:
temperature and rainfall. In general, the warmer it is,
and the wetter it is, the more abundant plants will be
and the more kinds of species there will be. This is why,
for example, the world’s rain forests are huge reser-
voirs of plant species. There are, as we shall see, more
than ten thousand species of trees in the Amazon basin
alone, not counting the orchids and bromeliads that
grow on the branches of these trees. And there are
more kinds of orchids than any other group of
flowering plants. So Figure 1.4 is an important, one
might say, foundational, figure. It was first presented
by Helmut Lieth in German and later adapted in Eng-
lish by Whittaker in his (1975) book Communities and
Ecosystems.

You have likely already seen a version of Figure 1.4
in a basic ecology book, but let us have a short review.
If you follow the upper line in the diagram, you are
moving along a gradient of increasing temperature
and rainfall. You pass through four major vegetation
types, tundra (arctic plants), boreal forest (conifers
and cold grasslands), temperate rain forest and trop-
ical forest. Those of you reading this book in Europe or
eastern North America, for example, are in the tem-
perate forest region of the world, a region where many
tree species are deciduous.

All the regions below these four main types are
produced by low rainfall. On the far right, that is in
warm climates, as one moves from top to bottom it
becomes drier, from tropical rain forest to tropical
seasonal forest (with a pronounced dry season), to
subtropical desert. Finally, in the intervening area
lies a rather complex mixture of shrubland and
grassland. In this region, generalizations may be
more difficult. This is likely because other factors

Table 1.1 The main groups of flowering plants
(kingdom Plantae) and the classification used in this
book.a We will return to this table again late in the
book in Box 8.1.

Group Division

Bryophytes Bryophyta (mosses and liverworts)

Vascular plants

Seedless
plants

Lycopodiophyta (club mosses)

Equisetophyta (horsetails)

Pteridophyta (true ferns)

Psilophyta (whisk ferns)

Seed plants

Gymnosperms Cycadophyta (cycads)

Ginkgophyta (ginkgo)

Pinophyta (conifers)

Gnetophyta

Angiosperms
(flowering
plants)

Magnoliophyta (flowering plants)

Class Magnoliopsida (dicots)

Class Liliopsida (monocots)
a Note that newer classifications are available, but not
necessarily helpful from the perspective of plant ecology.
For example, the Tree of Life, based on Kenrick and
Crane (1997a) combines the last three divisions of seedless
plants into one group, the Polypodiopsida, as a single
clade. It also calls the entire group of plants in this table
Embryophtes. The Angiosperm Phylogeny Website of the
Missouri Botanical Garden (www.mobot.org/MOBOT/
research/APweb) puts many of the above divisions into
orders, and has a more complicated breakdown of the
Magnoliophyta. Sometimes the name Lycophyta is used
instead of Lycopodiophyta, and so on. While systematics
thrives on such changes, for readers of this book and most
practising ecologists, this table is quite sufficient.

1.1 Introduction: The Importance of Plants 5
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such as fire and grazing animals have a pronounced
effect on these vegetation types. Hence one has to
consider factors such as disturbance (Chapter 5) and
herbivores (Chapter 6) to understand what is
happening. It is possible for herbivores to change
grassland to shrubland by removing grasses; it is
also possible for herbivores, particularly with
human assistance, to turn grassland into desert

(Figure 10.8). One might regard this region of the
diagram as an area of lower predictability
and multiple stable states. Often there can be quite
abrupt thresholds to switch from one state to the
other, a topic to which we will return in Chapter 13.
Thus while this diagram shows the main relation-
ships between climate and plants, other factors
become important in specific situations.

1.2 The First Land Plants

The land was apparently colonized about 400 million
years ago (Niklas et al. 1985; Taylor 1988; Stewart
and Rothwell 1993). So far as one can infer from the
known fossil record, both plants and animals colon-
ized the land at about the same time, give or take
50 million years. It is not clear why there was a long
delay before life forms were able to colonize terrestrial
habitats. One hypothesis is that it took that long for
there to be sufficient oxygen in the atmosphere for

respiration. Another suggestion is that it took that
long for ozone to accumulate and shield the Earth’s
surface.

Some typical early land plants are shown in
Figure 1.5. These fossils of Asteroxylon and Rhynia
were found in Scotland by Kidston and Lang (1921),
preserved in chert that formed in the early Devonian,
about 410 million years ago. These two examples
appear typical of early land plants – small erect shoots
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FIGURE 1.4 World vegetation
types are produced by just two
main factors: precipitation and
temperature. We all live
somewhere inside this envelope.
Identify the location of
your home. (From Ricklefs 2001
after Whittaker 1975)
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FIGURE 1.5
(a) Reconstructions of
three early land plants
discovered in the Rhynie
chert in Scotland
including an Asteroxylon
species (left A–E),
Psilophyton princeps
(middle F–H) and a
Rhynia species (right
E–H). Sections B and
F show stem
cross-sections with a
central vascular bundle.
D and H give a
longitudinal section of a
typical sporangium.
(From Sporne 1970)
(b) Artist’s impression
of an early Silurian
landscape
(ca. 440 million years
ago) showing populations
of early land plants
beside freshwater pools.
(© Natural History
Museum, London)
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with horizontal rhizomes – lacking roots, leaves, seeds
and woody tissues (Stewart and Rothwell 1993; Ken-
rick and Crane 1997a,b). Some similar genera still
alive today include Psilotum, Lycopodium and Sela-
ginella. The ancestors of such plants were probably
horizontal in growth form with the gametophyte stage
dominant, similar to modern liverworts. Fossilized
spores of such ancient liverworts have been found
in rocks approximately 460 million years old in
Argentina; this could place the earliest land plants in
the Ordovician era, on the western margin of the
Gondwana paleocontinent (Rubenstein et al. 2010).

There is good reason to conclude that colonization
of the land also required the evolution of symbiosis
between plants and fungi. Much of the nutrient uptake
by terrestrial plants is still accomplished by a mere
130 species of fungi in the relatively ancient genus
Zygomycotina in the order Glomerales (Peat and Fitter
1993; Simon et al. 1993). Re-examination of fossil
plants from the Devonian suggests that mycorrhizal
fungi were associated with plant rhizomes as early as
some 400 million years ago (Pirozynski and Dalpé
1989; Taylor et al. 1990). The fact that mycorrhizae are
now found worldwide, and in groups including ferns,
gymnosperms and angiosperms, is further evidence of
their early origin. The fungi therefore appear to have
diversified along with the terrestrial plants (Berbee and
Taylor 1993; Simon et al. 1993).

The land produced intense selection upon plants.
A whole new suite of traits, including a cuticle to reduce
desiccation, stomata to control water loss but admit CO2,
sclerenchyma to strengthen stems for vertical growth,
and water conducting tissues, arose out of the strong
natural selection to cope with desiccation. Early land
plants still betrayed their aquatic origins by having free-
living sperm that swam frommale to female organs. This
is obviously workable in the ocean but not a terribly
good trait for dry conditions (we return to this topic in
Box 8.1). In fact, a recurring theme in many discussions
of plant evolution is the way that terrestrial environ-
ments have driven modifications to plant reproductive
systems to get around the constraints imposed by a
terrestrial habitat (Raven et al. 2005). The gymnosperms
appear to have been one of the first groups in which
selection eliminated motile sperm and produced the

pollen tube (although free water is still required for the
pollination droplets that capture the pollen). Further, the
cycads, alone among the gymnosperms, still have sperm
cells that swim down pollen tubes to fertilize the egg. The
rest of the gymnosperms, and all of the angiosperms,
have lost even this vestige of their aquatic origin; only
nuclei move down the pollen tube.

Plant height increased steadily through geological
time, presumably as a consequence of increasing
competition for light (Figure 1.6). By the Carbonifer-
ous era, there were real forests. Trees such as Lepido-
dendron (Figure 1.7) reached a height of 30 metres
with trunks a metre in diameter at the base (Bell and
Hemsley 2000). Over the next 100 million years, these
early vascular plants were replaced by ferns, and then
by conifers (Figure 1.8). Then, just over 100 million
years ago, the flowering plants (Angiosperms)
arose – a topic we will explore further in Section 8.2.
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FIGURE 1.6 Plant height increased through the
Devonian, as documented by stem diameters of early
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We should note, in passing, that the spread of land
plants probably had effects on the oceans. Before
land plants appeared, there would have been very
rapid rates of erosion, as rainfall spilled off the naked
land directly into rivers and oceans. As plants
covered more land surface, erosion would have
decreased. Also, biologically essential nutrients such
as phosphorus would have been selectively stored,
either in living plants, or in their organic debris now
accumulating as soil and peat. Hence those organisms

in the ocean adapted to vast amounts of eroded
material, or to higher dissolved nutrient levels, may
have been replaced by other species better adapted to
the new oceanic conditions.

Now that you have refreshed your familiarity
with the diversity and origins of terrestrial plants,
you have two choices available for the remainder
of this chapter.
1. If time is limited and you want to move quickly

through this book, you can wrap up the topic of
plants in the biosphere by leaping ahead to Plants
Affect Climate (Section 1.9).

2. If you are curious aboutwhat happened before plants
arrived on land and how they created the atmosphere
altogether, you can continue (Section 1.3, following)
to read about the origins of photosynthesis,
single-celled plants and the oxygen revolution.

1.3 Energy Flow Organizes Molecules

To understand the origin of plants, we must under-
stand the origin of photosynthesis. For life to exist,
energy flow is required. Such a requirement is met

when a planet is situated near enough to a star for
sufficient energy released by solar fusion to pass the
planet before dissipating into outer space. This is the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

FIGURE 1.7 Reconstruction of Lepidodendron
trees: (a) whole plant; (b) leaf scars; (c) leaf base
(1 ligule pit, 2 area of leaf base, 3 vascular bundle,
4 parichnos scars). (From Sporne 1970)
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case for our particular planet, situated near a star
we know as the Sun. While it is not known how often
life occurs, it may not be infrequent given the
enormous size of the universe – our own galaxy
has some 100 billion suns, and there now appears
to be convincing evidence that some of these suns
have their own solar systems. This provides many
opportunities for other possible planets to be affected
by flowing energy. Proximity to a source of solar
energy is essential for life because that energy flow,
by itself, organizes matter. Life, at least as it is pres-
ently understood, is matter that has been organized by
energy flow. Morowitz (1968) has examined the rela-
tionships among energy flow, thermodynamics and
life – asserting that in order to properly understand
life one must look at the relationship between physical
laws and biological systems. He demonstrates that
flowing energy can create complexity out of simpli-
city. Once the requirement for energy is met, life then
requires resources. This begs the question of what
those early resources might have been. One way to
answer such a question is to ask what conditions
would have existed in the early Earth’s atmosphere
before there was life, since the early atmosphere
would likely have been one source of resources for the
precursors of living cells. Determining what the early
atmosphere was like, however, requires considerable
detective work (e.g. Oparin 1938; Strahler 1971; Levin
1994). It seems that this atmosphere would have come,
in part, from volcanic out-gassings. For clues about its
composition one can measure the current composition
of volcanic gases. Table 1.2 shows that the early
atmosphere would likely have been composed of
water, carbon dioxide and sulfur. It was an atmos-
phere rather different from that of today. Yet, some
billions of years later, these basic molecules remain as
the principal constituents of cellulose, the dominant
structural molecule of plants and the most abundant
(by mass) molecule in the biosphere (Duchesne
and Larson 1989). Morowitz (1968) presents
thermodynamic calculations illustrating how energy
flow stimulates chemical interactions and creates
molecules with higher potential energy. From
chemical interactions taking place within the volcanic

gas mixture given in Table 1.2, molecules such as
methane and ammonia will result. These molecules
are thought to have been major constituents of the
early atmosphere. Morowitz demonstrates
mathematically that, with energy flow and simple
mixtures of gases, increasingly complex molecules are
formed. For example, a gaseous mixture of carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen at 500�C yields
mostly water and CO2 with smaller amounts of other
molecules, such as methane and ethane, that have
higher potential energy. The latter molecules are less
likely to form because they are larger and therefore
more energy is required to create them. As energy
flows through the molecular system, however, the
energy distribution shifts upward toward more and
more complicated molecules. Morowitz postulates that
energy flow through the early atmosphere yielded
similar results: starting off with simple low-energy
molecules such as water, CO2 and nitrogen, more
complex molecules were produced. The production of
molecules was driven by the external energy source,
which on Earth is the Sun. While some authors sug-
gest that the origin of life by such means contradicts
the second law of thermodynamics, what they fail to
appreciate is that the second law applies to closed

Table 1.2 The early atmosphere of Earth probably
resembled the composition of gases produced
by volcanoes such as these two on Hawaii.
(From Strahler 1971)

Volcanic gases from basaltic lava
of Mauna Loa and Kilauea

Percent
composition

Water, H2O 57.8

Total carbon, as CO2 23.5

Sulfur, S2 12.6

Nitrogen, N2 5.7

Argon, Ar 0.3

Chlorine, Cl2 0.1

Fluorine, F2 –

Hydrogen, H2 0.04
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systems. The biosphere is an open system where, so
long as energy flow occurs, organization will increase.

Another important physical condition of the early
environment on Earth was the abundance of water. It
is not surprising that water is still a major constituent
of the bodies of living organisms. Given the probable
temperatures on Earth at that time, water would be
evaporating from some areas, condensing in the
atmosphere and then falling as rain. As it flowed back
into the sea, water would dissolve elements from the
rocks – elements that would rise in concentration as
water evaporated from the ocean again. These
elements could interact in solution, and concentrate
in locations where sea water was evaporating most
rapidly. Of course, while energy flow tends to produce
larger and more complex molecules, there is a natural
countervailing tendency – complex molecules will
also tend to fall apart into simpler molecules. But here
is the crucial point – some molecules will be more
stable than others. These stable ones will tend to
persist and accumulate. They will steadily become
more common than those other molecules that are
unstable. It does not require any great scientific
insight to appreciate this, nor does it require us to
imagine any sort of magical complexity or life force –
this process is simply a logical consequence of what
we mean by the terms “stable” and “unstable.” Noth-
ing lasts forever. Some things fall apart quickly, some
things fall apart slowly. So long as both kinds of
things are being steadily built by energy flow, the
long-lived ones will tend to become more common
than the short-lived ones. It is so very simple – yet
note that even at the chemical level, long before there
is anything that one might be tempted to call life,
there is a crude process of natural selection. Some
things are surviving longer than others, and hence are
becoming more common. Ammonia and methane are
two such molecules that likely accumulated in the
Earth’s early atmosphere. Once a reservoir of larger
and more stable molecules forms, these molecules can
in turn interact with each other, yielding molecules
with greater complexity and higher levels of potential
energy. Like the simpler molecules, these more com-
plex molecules will have varying degrees of stability.

Again, molecules that are unstable will fall apart and
those that are stable will accumulate. Imagine this
process continuing, with increasingly complex mol-
ecules forming as a consequence of external energy
flow. In this simple scenario, there is ongoing natural
selection for stability and persistence, even at the
molecular level (Figure 1.9).

Such ideas are based upon thermodynamic calcu-
lations, simple chemistry and logic. Experimental
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FIGURE 1.9 Solar energy creates high-energy
molecules out of simpler low-energy molecules.
Complex molecules and multicellular organisms are
inevitable thermodynamic consequences of energy
flow in the biosphere. For any arbitrary level of
potential energy there is a restricted pool of substrate
molecules at the next-lower level, so that even in
simple molecular systems a form of resource
competition can be observed. (From Keddy 2001)
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work nicely complements them. In an early experi-
ment, Miller and Urey (Miller 1953) set up a simple
atmospheric system with a hydrological cycle
(Figure 1.10). Water was evaporated and then cooled
and condensed while sealed within glass tubes. Miller
and Urey then let the hydrological cycle run, created
electrical sparks to simulate lightning (the electrical
sparks were used as an alternative to sunlight as a
possible external energy source) and found that
primitive amino acids formed. This classic piece of
work was done in the early 1950s, and it is worth
emphasizing that it was done by a graduate student.
Miller was fishing around for a research project to do
for graduate work and had already tried one project
that did not work. Then he and his advisor heard a
seminar about early conditions on Earth that
stimulated them to try their experiment. This single
study led to a large series of experiments wherein
researchers have created all manner of artificial
atmospheres and utilized different types of energy
flow to explore what kinds of molecules could be
produced. One could ask what factors might allow
complex molecules to further increase in stability and
further accumulate. Such factors would likely include:
(1) protective walls, (2) the direct use of sources of
energy such as sunlight, and (3) the ability to form
larger aggregations to buffer against short-term
periods of unsuitable conditions. Consciousness
would be another step, but this is not a step that plants
have taken. In The Selfish Gene, Dawkins (1976)
argues that consciousness can be thought of as the
ability to develop predictive models for future events.
For example, if an organism knows that certain
conditions are likely to bring winter, then it can store
up food. Such ideas will not be explored further here,
but Dawkins does raise other issues, one of them being
the way in which molecules that copy themselves will
proliferate. Returning to Figure 1.9, let us try to
mentally reconstruct the circumstances on Earth some
4 billion years ago. Pools of increasingly complex
molecules are accumulating as water evaporates and
energy flow stimulates chemical interactions. Mol-
ecules that are stable are accumulating, those that are
unstable are falling apart. Now consider the possibility

of replication. Any molecule that tends to create
copies of itself will accumulate more rapidly than
other molecules. Dawkins suggests that the
occurrence of such replicators was a critical event in
the origin of life. Although he uses the word “repli-
cation,” the word “reproduction” is the analogous
biological term. From this perspective, then, molecular
stability is survival, and molecular replication is
reproduction. Thus, in a very basic and non-living
molecular system, it is possible to find the sorts of
ecological and evolutionary processes that occur in
whole organisms. Further, one can also find larger
ecological processes such as competition and preda-
tion (Keddy 1989).

Let us try to imagine a scene from this time. Here is
how Margulis and Sagan (1986) describe it:

The ponds, lakes and warm shallow seas of the
early Earth, exposed as they were to cycles of
heat and cold, ultraviolet light and darkness,
evaporation and rain, harbored their chemical
ingredients through the gamut of energy states.
Combinations of molecules formed, broke up, and
reformed, their molecular links forged by the

To
vacuum

Condenser

Electrodes

Flask with
gas mixture

Flask with
liquid 5 cm

FIGURE 1.10 The original illustration of the
apparatus used in the classic Miller and Urey
experiment. (From Miller 1953)
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constant energy input of sunlight. As the Earth’s
various microenvironments settled into more
stable states, more complex molecule chains
formed, and remained intact for longer periods. By
connecting to itself five times, for example,
hydrogen cyanide (HCN), a molecule created in
interstellar space and a deadly poison to modern
oxygen-breathing life, becomes adenine (H5C5N5),

the main part of one of the universal nucleotides
which make up DNA, RNA and ATP.

(p. 52)

Now we will turn from this very general discussion of
the origin of life and look at more specific issues such
as the origin of cellular envelopes, mitochondria and
chloroplasts.

1.4 Membranes Are Necessary for Life

Membranes are essential to all life as we know it, and
it seems probable that they originated rather early in
the history of life. In the most basic way, there is no
life without a membrane to divide the world into
inside (living organism) and outside (environment).
The importance of membranes is emphasized by Day
(1984) in his book Genesis on Planet Earth. One line of
inquiry into the origin of membranes has examined
various colloids – mixtures of finely dispersed organic
matter suspended in water. Depending upon the
composition and concentration, small droplets
called coacervates appear.

Coacervates appear prominently in The Origin of
Life, published in 1938 by another Russian scientist,
Aleksandr Oparin. He too emphasized how energy
flow drove the assembly of molecules from elements
in the early biosphere and, like Morowitz, emphasized
that life did not arise by chance but as a consequence
of the principles of physics and chemistry. He stresses
that “the formation of complex coacervates. . . was
unavoidable because their formation requires very
simple conditions, merely the mixture of two or more
high-molecular organic substances” (p. 159).

A good deal of later research examines what kinds of
circumstances create coacervate droplets. In some
cases, coacervate droplets actually have the ability to
grow by absorbing from solutions around them.
Under other conditions, coacervate droplets start
dividing thereby simulating a simple form of cellular
replication. They also have the ability to protect their
contents from ultraviolet light irradiation (Okihana and

Ponnamperuma 1982). Day argues that coacervates are
only pseudo cells, that they look cell-like under the
microscope, but that the walls around these
coacervate droplets do not behave like or have the
structure of the membranes cells have today. He
concludes that one must look to other examples
for origins of the cellular envelope.

On natural freshwater bodies, such as lakes, one
finds a surface film that tends to accumulate organic
matter; this occurs because of the presence of proteins.
Proteins have hydrophobic and hydrophilic compon-
ents and will orient with the hydrophilic end in the
water and the hydrophobic end pointing out. A thin
type of membrane results. Day offers a model wherein
four steps produce the modern membrane
(Figure 1.11): (a) first a surface film forms with the
lipid facing the atmosphere and with the protein in the
water, (b) turbulence from wind causes the film to
buckle, (c) eventually the film buckles so much that
the edges of the film touch each other, and (d) finally
the air dissolves into the water, leaving a vesicle with
lipids inside and proteins outside. This lipid bilayer
membrane is one of the most basic structures of life.
These lipid bilayers have now been experimentally
produced in laboratories and have demonstrated the
ability to selectively accumulate certain substances in
the surrounding water. Once membranes exist, they
provide the opportunity for a powerful form of
natural selection to operate, as stable entities will tend
to accumulate at the expense of those that are less
stable.
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1.5 Eukaryotic Cells Originated as Symbioses

Prokaryotic cells are probably rather good examples
of what some of the earliest cells were like. There was
considerable excitement at the discovery of possible
3.1 billion-year-old fossils of prokaryotic cells in
South Africa (Schopf and Barghoorn 1967), and the
fossil record for early one-celled organisms is steadily
accumulating, although caution is necessary to dis-
tinguish between real fossils and microstructures that
are non-biological in origin (Cloud 1976). The oldest
eukaryote fossils, discovered in China, appear to date
from 1.8 to 1.9 billion years BP, a date roughly con-
sistent with that obtained from molecular clock esti-
mates (Knoll 1992). It appears that the most primitive
living eukaryotes now survive within animal hosts
where guts maintain anerobic conditions. These
organisms have a well-defined nucleus and flagella
but relatively simple cytoskeletons and no

mitochondria or chloroplasts (Knoll 1992). Despite the
apparent simplicity of these primitive eukaryotes, one
is still faced with the thorny problem of an apparent
leap of complexity from prokaryotes to eukaryotes.
How did one arise from the other?

Evolution does not appear to involve spectacular
leaps in complexity. As so often happens, what ini-
tially appears to be a sudden step actually involves a
number of unexpected intermediaries. One hypothesis
for the origin of eukaryotes can be traced back to
Lynn Margulis, who in 1970 proposed that eukaryotes
are in fact symbiotic associations of several prokary-
otes (the serial endosymbiosis hypothesis,
Figure 1.12). Earlier still, in the 1920s, an American
biologist, I. E. Wallin, raised this possibility and even
published a book entitled Symbioticism and the Origin
of Species, but his enthusiasm for the concept was far

Water
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(b)

(d)

(c)

AirAir

FIGURE 1.11
Membranes may have
been formed by wave
action acting on
surface films. (From Day
1984)
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FIGURE 1.12 The serial endosymbiosis theory for the origin of eukaryotic cells. (From Margulis 1993)
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ahead of the quality of his data (Wallin 1927). It is
now thought that at least three structures in the
eukaryotic cell had a symbiotic origin: the mitochon-
drion, the chloroplast and the flagellum. If an early
prokaryote was invaded by a non-photosynthetic
bacterium, a cyanobacterium and a spirochete, the
result would be rather similar to a modern eukaryotic
cell (Figure 1.12). There is a good deal of evidence
accumulating to support the serial endosymbiosis
hypothesis (Margulis and Sagan 1986; Smith and
Douglas 1987; de Duve 1991; Margulis 1993; Roger
1999), although sceptics remain (Cloud 1976).

Finally, there is a marvellous living example of
endosymbiosis: the organism is called Myxotricha
paradoxa and it lives in the guts of termites
(Smith and Douglas 1987). Why would one look
for an example of an early endosymbiotic organ-
ism in animal guts? The reason is simple: guts
are anerobic, and thus like the early protoatmo-
sphere. Myxotricha paradoxa has three symbionts.
There are no mitochondria in Myxotricha, instead
there are endosymbiotic bacteria. Myxotricha
paradoxa is moved around by spirochetes, and
associated with each of these spirochetes is a

mitochondrion-like bacterium (Figure 1.13). The
serial endosymbiosis hypothesis proposes that
by mixing non-photosynthetic bacteria,
spirochetes or cyanobacteria one can derive most of
the kinds of cells there are on the Earth today. Even
cells in our bodies are symbioses of other living
organisms.

1.6 The Origin of Photosynthesis

The oxygen revolution was probably the most
important event in the history of life on Earth. One
reads a great deal about the events that may have
caused the extinction of the dinosaurs (Section 5.4.3),
but the extinction of the dinosaurs pales in signifi-
cance to the origin of photosynthesis. To fully com-
prehend the significance of the origin of
photosynthesis, one must remember that Earth’s
earliest cells were dependent upon anerobic metabolic
processes for survival. There was no oxygen in the
early atmosphere, so these cells were dependent upon
breaking down the chemicals that had been created by
the flow of solar energy. Neither was there an ozone
layer, which, like oxygen, is a product of life, so there
would have been a much more intense flow of solar

energy than there is now. The complex molecules that
accumulated as a result of chemical interactions
driven by solar energy were scavenged and broken
down by early organisms in the absence of oxygen.
This process, called fermentation, is the basic
metabolic pathway upon which other, more elaborate,
metabolic pathways have been superimposed.

Imagine protocells scavenging for large molecules
in solution. Large molecules would be selectively
absorbed and the high energy of these molecules
would be used to make other needed molecules. Thus
protocells would be limited in growth by the scarcity
of large molecules. Over time, large molecules would
probably become increasingly rare because many
other protocells would also be absorbing them.
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FIGURE 1.13 Myxotrichaparadoxa is anendosymbiotic
organism that lives in the low-oxygen environment
found in termite guts. (From Margulis 1993)
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One way to avoid competition with other cells, then,
would be to make the large molecules internally. Thus
there would be a strong selective advantage for any
cell line able to use sunlight to convert raw materials
into larger molecules, particularly as conversion could
occur within a membrane, thus within the control of
the cellular environment. As well, the membrane
would shield end products from neighbours. Thus
there was natural selection for internalized processes
of chemical synthesis instead of simply absorbing
products formed by chemical reactions that took
place outside of their membranes. How might such
a transformation have occurred? Was it some rare
chance event? Probably not; the transformation may

have, in fact, been quite deterministic. Examine the
early conditions of Earth from the point of view of
physics. Is it possible to determine what type of
chemical process might arise and then be selected for
in order that the efficiency of early cells would be
enhanced? To put the question another way, assuming
that energy synthesis, of some form, must occur, is
it possible to predict what kind of energy synthesis
early cells would be most likely to employ? Would it
be radiosynthesis, electrosynthesis, thermosynthesis,
magnosynthesis or photosynthesis?

In order to determine what type of chemical process
might arise and then be selected for in early cells, three
basic questions must be asked. The first and most basic
is, “What type of energy has the greatest flow in the
atmosphere of the Earth?” The source of energy that life
might exploit would likely be abundantly available.
Consider the possible terrestrial energy sources. There is
sunlight, electric discharges, cosmic rays, radioactivity
and volcanic energy (Table 1.3). In terms of calories per
square centimetre per year, sunlight would likely be the
source of energy used by organisms on this planet, not
radioactivity or volcanic energy. Simply based on the
energy flux, one can predict that photosynthesis would
be likely to arise. The second question that onemust ask
is, “Given that sunlight would be an obvious source of
energy, is there a particular section of the electromag-
netic spectrum most likely be exploited?” Table 1.4
shows a breakdown of energy versus wavelength for
each part of the spectrum. Note that wavelength
increases toward the infrared and energy increases
toward the ultraviolet. Consider what the different

Table 1.3 Possible sources of energy for life to
exploit. (From Morowitz 1968)

Source
Energy
(cal cm–2 year–1)

Sunlight (all wavelengths) 260,000

<2500 Å 570

<2000 Å 85

<1500 Å 3.5

Electric discharges 4

Cosmic rays 0.0015

Radioactivity (to 1.0 km depth) 0.8

Volcanoes 0.13

Note: 1Å = 0.1 nm.

Table 1.4 The characteristics of some regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. (From Morowitz 1968)

Region
Wavelength
range (μm)

Energy range
(kcal/Einstein)

Fraction of solar
spectrum (%) Molecular changes

Far ultraviolet 0.1–0.2 152.2–304.4 0.02 Ionization

Ultraviolet 0.2–0.38 75.3–152.2 7.27 Electronic transitions and ionizations

Visible 0.38–0.78 36.7–75.3 51.73 Electronic transitions

Near infrared 0.78–3 9.5–36.7 38.90 Electronic and vibrational transitions

Middle infrared 3–30 0.95–9.5 2.10 Rotational and vibrational transitions
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wavelengths of solar energy do. Along the entire elec-
tromagnetic spectrum, from x-rays on the left to radio
waves on the right (Figure 1.14), there is only one small
portion of the entire spectrum that can cause electron
orbital changes and therefore actually be directly
involved in chemical interactions: that is, the visible
range. At the ultraviolet end of the spectrum, the effects
of electromagnetic energy tend to break molecules
apart. At the infrared end the energy generates heat:
that is, it causes the molecules to vibrate. Only in a
narrow “visible” range does light interact with chem-
istry. Natural selection would therefore tend to favour
cells that had internal chemistry that responded to the
visible light spectrum.

The origin of chlorophyll is obviously closely
related to the origin of photosynthesis. Within the
photosynthetic pathway there are a number of
different molecules that are sensitive to solar energy,
and chlorophyll appears to be a relatively recent
addition to the light-trapping system. The earlier
molecules sensitive to sunlight were probably much
simpler in structure and yielded a rather crude form of
working photosynthesis. It seems probable that some
cells synthesized porphyrins, which fortuitously
had the property of absorbing sunlight in the visible
wavelengths. This step probably led to bacterial
photosynthesis, which requires an external source
of hydrogen such as hydrogen sulfide.

At first, molecules such as hydrogen (H2), hydro-
gen sulfide (H2S) or simple organic molecules (CH2O)
might have provided the source of hydrogen for
constructing more complex organic molecules, which
are, after all, chains of carbon and hydrogen. As such
sources of hydrogen were scavenged by more and
more microorganisms, the increasing scarcity of
hydrogen would have strongly selected against

organisms that were unable to exploit other hydro-
gen sources. The chemical bond holding hydrogen to
oxygen in water is much stronger than the bonds
holding hydrogen in the above molecules; nonethe-
less it seems likely that an early photosynthetic
organism acquired a means to use light to split water
molecules into hydrogen and oxygen. The separated
hydrogen could then be added onto carbon from the
atmosphere and organic matter thus synthesized.
Cells with the ability to split water molecules would
then have been able to extract hydrogen from a
nearly inexhaustible pool. With photosynthesis
achieved via hydrolysis, water and sunshine could be
converted into living material. As Hutchinson (1970)
describes:

The overall geochemical result [was] to produce a
more oxidised part of the biosphere, namely the
atmosphere and most of the free water in which
oxygen is dissolved, and a more reduced part,
namely the bodies of organisms and their organic
decomposition products in litter, soils and aquatic
sediments.

1.7 The Oxygen Revolution Was a Consequence of Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis via hydrolysis shaped the biosphere,
for while it enabled cells to synthesize organic matter
from abundantly available water and solar energy, it

also produced a by-product – oxygen. This gas, which
was dangerously unstable and tended to react vio-
lently with other organic compounds, was released
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FIGURE 1.14 The electromagnetic spectrum, showing
the narrow range of wavelengths causing electron
shifts that is used in photosynthesis and vision.
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into the atmosphere. Thus the consequences of a more
efficient form of photosynthesis were catastrophic for
many early life forms. Three important consequences
of photosynthesis are considered below, drawing
largely upon accounts in Mains (1972), Margulis and
Sagan (1986) and Levin (1994).

1.7.1 Ocean Chemistry Changes With
Oxygen

Since the first photosynthetic organisms were aquatic,
the oxygen released by photosynthesis entered sea
water, and began to rust metals present in the oceans.
Up until this point there were many metal ions dis-
solved in sea water; with the appearance of oxygen
the metal ions were oxidized and precipitated. This
process of oxidation formed enormous beds of sedi-
mentary rocks that contain rusted metal ions, par-
ticularly iron oxide. Often these rocks have
alternating layers of silica and iron oxide (banded iron
formations) that suggests that there was some peri-
odicity in iron precipitation (Figure 1.15). So long as

iron oxide formation used up the supplies of oxygen,
however, oxygen could not accumulate in appreciable
quantities.

1.7.2 Atmospheric Composition Changes
With Oxygen

Once the oceans of the world had rusted, oxygen
began leaking out into the atmosphere. Here the
oxygen reacted with methane and ammonia,
which were broken down and stripped from the
atmosphere by rainfall. Once oxygen began to accu-
mulate there was, necessarily, a growing selection for
cells with cell walls that provided protection from the
oxidative effects of oxygen. In the absence of a
sufficiently resistant cell wall, the interior contents of
a cell would oxidize. Early oxygen concentrations
were initially quite low, perhaps one percent of con-
temporary concentrations, but for the first time the
atmosphere assumed some of the properties
associated with it today. For example, it oxidized
metals.

(a) (b) FIGURE 1.15 Iron ore
deposits document the
emergence of the first
photosynthetic
organisms and the
subsequent oxidation of
the world’s oceans. (a)
Banded quartz-magnetite
ore in a 1 m outcrop
with (b) a boulder of
banded hematite ore (23
� 53 cm) from Archean
rocks in the Ikusia region
in West Greenland.
(Photographs by Henrik
Stendal, Geological
Survey of Denmark)
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The processes of erosion changed with the presence
of oxygen in the atmosphere. The whole physical and
chemical nature of the planet slowly changed. Until
this period, various kinds of fermentation had prob-
ably fuelled the cellular machinery. Now it became
possible for several kinds of respiration to arise. It is
interesting to note that the chemical pathways in
respiration appear to have been built upon an older
system that used fermentation. So respiration did not
suddenly appear but was slowly modified from the
existing biosynthetic pathways in fermentation.
Chemical evolution, like the evolution of skeletons, is
conservative and slowly modifies existing structures
rather than suddenly building new ones. Consider
plants and nitrogen. Modern terrestrial plants can use
two sources of nitrogen: ammonia and nitrate.
Ammonia was widely available early in the Earth’s
history, whereas nitrate is an oxidized form that
would have been another by-product of the
oxygen revolution.

1.7.3 The Ozone Layer Forms From
Oxygen

As oxygen levels in the atmosphere continued to
increase, oxygen in the upper atmosphere would
have been exposed to bombardment by ultraviolet
light, resulting in the production of ozone. The
accumulating ozone would gradually have begun
to absorb ultraviolet light. It was as if a giant
window blind were slowly being pulled over the
Earth. Ultraviolet light may even have produced
some of the larger molecules that early microbes
fed on; any such organisms would then have
starved. Waves of extinction in primitive

microorganisms were likely associated with these
events, just as waves of diversification were a
likely consequence of the new conditions. All
this raises an important question: “When did this
most significant event in the Earth’s history
happen?”

The answer seems to be – at least 2 billion years
ago (Mains 1972; Levin 1994). There are two sources
of evidence. Uranium dioxide, uraninite, is
deposited in sedimentary rocks only under low
oxygen conditions, and the last major deposits
are about this age. Extensive deposits of banded
iron (Figure 1.15) also indicated early oxygen
production. Different layers, sometimes only microns
thick, of oxidized hematite and less oxidized
magnetite may indicate seasonal cycles of
photosynthesis. Oxygen-producing photosynthetic
bacteria, living in warm volcanic pools in iron-rich
water, may have been responsible for seasonal surges
of oxygen waste. There was a surge of banded iron
formation between 2.2 and 1.8 billion years BP, but
some banded formations in Labrador and Greenland
appear to be as ancient as 3 billion years old. These
banded iron formations provide something like
90 percent of the world’s sources of extractable iron
(Margulis and Sagan 1986).

The presence of photosynthetic cells and an
oxidizing atmosphere bring us to a situation where
we can see, at least in outline, the processes we study
in the field of plant ecology. Yet there are at least
two more important evolutionary events from the
perspective of plants. The first is the colonization of
land; the second is the origin of flowers and seeds.
The former is examined here, while the latter is
deferred to Chapter 8.

1.8 The Cambrian Explosion of Multicellular Life

Near the beginning of the Cambrian era, about
700 million years ago, there was apparently an
explosion of multicellular life. Exactly when this
happened is still somewhat unclear (Day 1984), but

the timing will no doubt be better defined as more
enthusiastic students work in the area of paleoecol-
ogy. Why did it take so long for multicellular life to
form? There are many competing hypotheses (Gould
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1977). One suggestion is that it took that long for
there to be sufficient oxygen in the atmosphere for
respiration to evolve, and from this perspective
multicellularity is a consequence of aerobic respir-
ation. Another suggestion is that multicellular
organisms lived in shallow water and that it took
that much time for there to be sufficient ozone to
shield the shallow water from ultraviolet bombard-
ment. Another more interesting suggestion is that
the fossil record may be somewhat misleading, and
perhaps earlier multicellular life was abundant but
did not have any skeletons that would fossilize.
There may have been a change in oceanic chemistry,
near the beginning of the Cambrian era, that per-
mitted the deposition of calcium carbonate required
to make preservable skeletons. The real explanation
for the sudden diversification of life remains a
puzzle, perhaps one that a student reading this book
will one day solve.

The next major step was movement onto land.
This brings us back to Section 1.2 and the appear-
ance of the first land plants, such as Rhynia

(Figure 1.5). Now there was strong natural selection
for traits that conferred resistance to terrestrial
conditions. Plants began to face two contrasting
types of selection. The first was for foraging and
survival below ground, demanding structures such
as rhizomes and then roots. The second was for
light acquisition and survival bathed in the
atmosphere, demanding structures such as leaves
and eventually seeds. Even to this day a plant
is a strangely chimerical organism: it is half
selected for below-ground life, and half selected
for above-ground life. Is a plant a below-ground
organism with above-ground shoots to acquire
light and carbon dioxide? Or is it an above-ground
creature with below-ground organs to acquire
water, nitrogen and phosphorus? It is neither,
and it is both. Perhaps it is better to think of a
plant as a organism that lives right on the soil
surface, with extensions that allow it to forage in
two different directions for two different sets of
resources. We will look into this more carefully in
Chapter 3.

1.9 Plants Affect Climate

The early atmosphere appears to have had vast
amounts of CO2. Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse
gas – that is, it absorbs infrared radiation and re-
radiates it as heat, raising the temperature of the
atmosphere. Space probes that have visited our
nearest neighbour toward the Sun, Venus, have dis-
covered an inhospitable planet with a surface tem-
perature of 750 K and a pressure of 90 Earth
atmospheres. At least 500 K of this temperature has
been calculated to be the effects of the high CO2

concentrations of the atmosphere.This could be
described as runaway greenhouse effect. Our other
near neighbour, Mars, has a thin atmosphere and the
concentration of CO2 in its atmosphere is sufficient
to raise the surface temperature by only 10 K, for a
chilly 220 K. Earth is somewhere in between; the
minor CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is

enough to produce a greenhouse effect of 35 K and a
mean surface temperature of 290 K (Table 1.5). Yet
the early atmosphere on Earth almost certainly had

Table 1.5 The Earth in context: basic comparisons
with Venus and Mars. (From MacDonald 1989)

Venus Earth Mars

Main gas CO2 N2 CO2

Atmospheric pressure (atm) 90 1.0 0.01

Mean surface temperature (K) 750 290 220

Greenhouse effect (K) 500 35 10

Δ Temperature poles to
equator (percent)

2 16 40
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more CO2 (Table 1.2) – enough to produce much
warmer conditions.

Significant amounts of carbon that have been
removed from the atmosphere are now stored in the
tissues of plants — some 550 billion metric tonnes
(Figure 1.16, left). Further, when plants in the past
died, their organic remains sometimes did not
decay but instead formed thick seams of organic
carbon now called coal. Ocean life forms also died
and did not fully decay, which contributed to
organic shales and oil-bearing rocks. Because of
their organic origins, these modern fuels are called
fossil fuels, and together they store vast amounts of
organic carbon (Figure 1.16). While some CO2

remains in the atmosphere of Earth, nearly all is

now trapped in living plants and fossil fuels, so
temperature is moderated. Some of the greatest
deposits of carbon remain in coal. There is still
debate about exactly what conditions allowed such
vast accumulations of plant matter. Certainly there
were vast coal swamps, where inundation reduced
oxygen available for decomposition, a process still
found in wetlands today (Stewart and Rothwell
1993; Keddy 2010). This suggests that there were
large areas of partially or seasonally flooded habi-
tats, in which plants grew and then fell into shal-
low water or peat (Figure 1.17). There is a steady
flow of new information on such environments
from coal mines, providing new data on the plant
species and environmental conditions. As but one
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FIGURE 1.16 The carbon cycle showing storage in living plants, soils and fossil fuels. (From Moore and
Bolin 1987)
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example, an open-pit coal mine in China uncovered
a fully preserved coal swamp landscape including
ancient trees in extinct genera such as Cordaites
and Sigillaria, still rooted in fossil peat that was
evidently once covered by shallow water (Wang
et al. 2012).

The rates at which organic carbon was buried
at different periods in the Earth’s history can be
estimated from the chemical composition and
volume of sedimentary rock of different ages. These
estimates show a dramatic peak at some 300 million
years BP (Figure 1.18). Moreover, deposition condi-
tions can be estimated by ratios of pyrite sulfur to

organic carbon, with lower ratios indicating that
deposition took place on land. Robinson (1990)
attributes the peak in coal deposition to the evolu-
tion of lignin, which is not only difficult to degrade
but inhibits the decay of associated materials. Only
the recently evolved basidiomycete fungi can
degrade lignin, and this process is inhibited at the
low oxygen levels that are typically found in
flooded soils. Robinson estimates that in the Penn-
sylvanian, the lignin content of plants was 40 per-
cent or higher. Her interpretation of Figure 1.16 is
that, “Paleozoic forests had limited geographic
extent and contained less biomass than modern

FIGURE 1.17 A coal
swamp in the Permian
era preserved by a
volcano that erupted
about 300 million years
ago. The volcanic ash
buried this ancient
swamp nearly intact,
until it was uncovered by
an open-pit mine in the
Wuda Coal Field in
China. Several species of
tree ferns formed the
lower canopy. Towering
25 m above them were
trees including a species
of Cordaites (an extinct
early conifer, shown on
the left) and Sigillaria
(an extinct Lycopod,
shown on the right).
(Painting by Ren Yugao,
Wang et al. 2012)
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forests. By providing a rich source of lignin in an
environment where lignolytic organisms were rare
or absent, however, they greatly increased the Corg
content of the infill of subsiding basins and caused
the greatest bulge in terrigenous Corg burial in Earth
history” (Robinson 1990: p. 609). This would be
consistent with current understanding of the evo-
lution of fungi, particularly the relatively recent
origin of the lignin-consuming basidiomycetes
(Berbee and Taylor 1993). It is also possible that
there was a period of 60 to 70 million years when
plants were comparatively free of herbivores, which
allowed coal to accumulate rapidly (Southwood
1985).

Perhaps the story is somewhat larger still. It is not
just fungi and herbivores that can affect rates of
accumulation of dead plants. Many kinds of inverte-
brates enhance rates of decomposition by breaking
down dead plant material into smaller particles
themselves, and by simultaneously increasing the
surface area for fungi to attack. Important modern
groups of insects including beetles, flies, termites and
ants did not appear until after the late Carboniferous.
Hence plant debris may have accumulated to depths
we rarely observe today. To try to evaluate this
hypothesis, Raymond et al. (2001) compared some
properties of modern peats with ancient coal peats.
As one example, in a modern mangrove swamp,
a leaf mat is typically less than 10 leaves thick,
while in ancient Cordaites swamps (from four coal
deposits) the leaf mats ranged from 10 to 40 leaves
thick (and occasionally even more). This is consistent
with lower rates of decay in Carboniferous Cordaites
swamps.

Overall, there is a growing body of evidence that
rates of terrestrial decomposition have increased since
the Paleozoic. Lignin, fungi, herbivores and detriti-
vores offer four entirely biological explanations for
the accumulation of coal and, perhaps more import-
antly, suggest that modern conditions are not condu-
cive to the rates of carbon storage that occurred earlier
in geological history.
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1.10 Sediment and Ice Cores Provide a Record of Past Environments

Let us now turn to two much shorter time periods: the
past 65 million years, and the past half million years
(Figure 1.19). Both graphs show merely the very tail
end of the lengthy period shown at the bottom of
Figure 1.18, but both are important time periods for
plant ecologists to consider. It was 65 million years
ago that an enormous object hit the Earth, triggering
the end of the dinosaurs (the K/T extinctions) and the
rise of mammals and flowering plants (Section 8.2).
Thus the top graph in Figure 1.19 covers the period
from the K/T extinctions to the present. And it was the
past half million years that has seen plant commu-
nities exposed to at least four major ice advances

(Section 8.3). Thus the bottom graph shows the past
400,000 year time span. Since you will read more on
both the K/T extinctions and ice ages in Chapter 8,
let us focus here upon the theme of climate change
and CO2.

The two time scales in Figure 1.19 are studied using
different sources of evidence. The top 65 million-year
time scale comes from sediment cores drilled in the
deep ocean floor (Zachos et al. 2001). These record the
history of the Earth as measured by debris that has
settled out of sea water. As Figure 1.19a shows, tem-
perature (as measured by oxygen isotope ratios) has
declined more or less steadily over this period. Note
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FIGURE 1.19 Changes
in global climate over
two time scales from two
sources of data. (Adapted
from Fedorov et al. 2006)
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for the last 65 million
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oxygen isotope ratios in
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and associated CO2 levels
measured from bubbles
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that as the Earth has cooled, the temperature has also
shown more striking fluctuations. These are thought
to be caused by cyclical changes in the Earth’s orbit
(precession, obliquity and eccentricity), termed
Milankovitch cycles (Imbrie et al. 1993; Muller and
MacDonald 1997), named for the Serbian mathemat-
ician and engineer Milutin Milankovitch (1879–1958)
who proposed their relationship with ice ages. This era
has seen several major changes in plants and climate.
These include the gradual rise in dominance of the
flowering plants, the expansion of C4 grasses, the
development of ice sheets first in Antarctica (I) and
then the north (II), the diversification of grazing
animals (e.g. horses), the closing of the isthmus of
Panama, and the appearance of hominids. Overall, it
has been a period of steady cooling, ending with the
modern human era.

Ice cores drilled from glaciers provide more detailed
information on the past half million years – the
Pleistocene (Figure 1.19b). Ice cores also contain small
bubbles that hold actual samples of the previous
atmosphere. This allows scientists to track changes in
greenhouse gases such as CO2 and methane. An ice
core taken from Vostok (Antarctica) reached a depth
of 3,623 m and provides a vivid picture of climate
change over the past 400,000 years (Petit et al. 1999).
It shows that major cool periods have occurred about
every 100,000 years. This cycle is approximately
consistent with that predicted by Milankovitch; evi-
dence can also be found for shorter cycles of 41,
23 and 19 thousand years (Petit et al. 1999). Alter-
nating with these ice advances were warmer inter-
glacial periods, which are closely correlated with
peaks in CO2 concentration (as shown by the top line
of Figure 1.19b and methane (not shown)). We are
currently in a prolonged interglacial period.

The linkages among plants, atmosphere and cli-
mate are both simple and complex. Simply, plants can
control the composition of the atmosphere, including
global CO2 levels, and thereby affect climate. The
complexity arises because they are not acting alone.
The Earth has been through a prolonged cooling
period over the past 60 million years, variation in the
Earth’s orbit having become increasingly influential

in driving cycles of glaciation (Figure 1.19a). Milan-
kovitch cycles were not so important in the warmer
past, but appear now to be driving the onset and
conclusion of ice ages. Other factors amplify this
pattern (Fedorov et al. 2006). Rising levels of green-
house gases near the end of glacial periods
(Figure 1.19b) appear to accelerate the rate at which
ice melts. As the ice melts, the albedo (reflectivity) of
the Earth falls, white snow and ice being replaced by
darker coloured earth and vegetation that absorb more
heat. Changes in cloud cover over the ocean may
simultaneously alter albedo. Changes in ocean circu-
lation and surface temperate may further amplify
changing climate, but this change depends in part
upon the configuration of continents. Plant commu-
nities are affected by, and yet also affect, these pat-
terns. The vast peatlands of the northern hemisphere
arose after the last glacial period, and now continue
to store organic debris from plants, particularly
Sphagnum moss (Figure 10.13), thereby having a
cooling effect. They also emit methane, a greenhouse
gas. Peatlands now cover some 500 million ha,
nearly four percent of the Earth’s ice-free land area
(Gorham 1990). Should they cease to grow, or should
they burn during droughts, CO2 levels would increase
further.

Here we have focused upon ocean sediment cores
and ice cores to address the history of the Earth at the
global scale. You should be aware that sediment cores
taken from lakes and peat bogs record many other
more local features of the Earth’s history. Such sedi-
ment cores contain many kinds of organic debris:
pollen grains record past vegetation types (Moore
et al. 1991), charcoal fragments record past fires
(Section 5.3.1) while phytoplankton remains record
aquatic events (Smol and Cumming 2000).

Let us end with the shortest time scale, the past
century, where we have various direct measurements
of CO2 levels in the atmosphere. If you examine the far
right-hand side of the ice core record in Figure 1.19b,
you can see a sudden spike in CO2 levels that
corresponds with humans clearing forests and
burning fossil fuels. On a geological time scale this is a
sudden event; from the short-term perspective of
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humans it has seemed more gradual. Over the last
century, CO2 levels have been rising steadily
(Figure 1.20) and are now the highest recorded in the
past 400,000 years.

The study of past climate may provide important
information about future climates. During the warm
period 40 to 60 million years ago, there were no
glaciers in the northern hemisphere, and sea level was
about 25 m higher than today (Fedorov et al. 2006).
The last four interglacial periods have all been rela-
tively short and the current interglacial in which we
live, the Holocene, is already the longest of the four.
Thus we know that it is possible for the Earth to be
both much warmer or much colder than present with
relatively small changes in solar input. Moreover,
the current atmosphere takes humans into unknown
territory, since atmospheric CO2 levels are not only
strikingly higher than in previous interglacial periods,

they are well above any level recorded in the past half
million years (Figure 1.19(b)), and they continue to
rise (Figure 1.20). There is therefore ample reason to
suspect that rising global temperatures will have a
significant effect on plant distributions in the coming
century, a topic explored further in Flannery (2005)
and Gore (2006).

Finally, note that the trend in CO2 with time
measured at Mauna Loa itself shows a cycle. This
brings us back to plants. Each year the rapid
growth of plants in the northern hemisphere draws
down the pool of atmospheric CO2 and each winter
as the organic matter decays and organisms respire,
that carbon is returned to the atmosphere.
Figure 1.20 thus illustrates the overall theme of
this chapter: that plants are not only influenced by
the atmosphere, but they can change the
atmosphere.

1.11 The Biosphere

The word biosphere, which refers to that relatively
thin layer on the surface of the Earth within
which life exists, is now rather familiar. Yet the
concept, according to Hutchinson (1970), was

introduced into science rather casually by an
Australian geologist, Eduard Suess, in 1875. The
idea remained largely overlooked until the Russian
mineralogist, Vladimir Vernadsky, published La
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Box 1.1 Vladimir Vernadasky Writes La Biosphère

La Biosphère by Vladimir Vernadsky (1863–1945, Figure B1.1.1) was published in 1929, based upon a Russian
edition in 1926. In this slim book, Vernadsky publicized the term biosphere, and then laid out some basic yet
visionary principles that would become important themes in ecology. These included:
1. That the rates of reproduction of organisms such as termites will lead to geometric rates of increase in

population size. A queen termite, for example, produces 60 eggs per minute, or 86,400 in 24 h, in which
case in a few years they could cover the entire surface of the Earth, which he estimates at 5.10065 � 108

square kilometres (pp. 39–41). (Darwin, of course, used this observation in formulating the principles of
natural selection and evolution.)

2. That, as all organisms could multiply to this extent, an external force (obstacle extérieur) sets an upper limit
to their population size. There must be, he adds, some maximum numbers for different life forms, and these
abundances, Nmax, are characteristics of different species (pp. 46–48). (Today this upper limit is termed the
carrying capacity, and finds its way into the Lotka–Volterra equations as K.)

FIGURE B1.1.2 Vernadsky wrote about the
biosphere when space travel was science fiction.
Now it is not only possible, but routine, to note
how vegetation colours the continents, and how
weather systems transport water, carbon dioxide,
oxygen and mineral nutrients (as dust) across
the Earth. (Image by Robert Simmon, NASA
Earth Observatory using Suomi NPP VIIRS data
from Chris Elvidge/NOAA)FIGURE B1.1.1 Nataliia and Vladimir Vernadsky

in 1910. (From Bailes 1990)
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Biosphère in 1929 (Box 1.1). The word has now
attained a general usage and significance that Ver-
nadsky probably could not have imagined.

The biosphere has conditions that are rare in the
universe as a whole – liquid water in substantial
quantities, an external energy source (the Sun) and
temperatures at which there are interfaces between
solid, liquid and gaseous forms of water. Liquid water
exists under a rather narrow range of conditions of
temperature and pressure. It was once abundant on
Mars and may still occur beneath the ice on Jupiter’s
moon Europa. New information is continually
emerging from interplanetary space probes. At one end
of the galactic temperature gradient there are tem-
peratures of trillions of degrees inside stars and, at the

other end, there are conditions near absolute zero in the
vastness of space. Neither extreme provides the condi-
tions where biological chemistry, at least as humans
understand it, can occur. The biosphere of Earth offers
an intermediate set of environmental conditions.

And as for plants, they have taken these inter-
mediate conditions and further modified them. There
is an oxidized atmosphere with very low concentra-
tions of carbon dioxide, an oxidized ocean and even
immense volumes of rocks containing enormous
amounts of organic matter from long dead plants. The
forests of the Earth have even changed the albedo
(reflectivity) of the planet, and therefore its energy
balance. The biosphere, as the name indicates, is a
product of life and, most particularly, plant life.

Box 1.1 (cont.)

3. That the gases of the atmosphere are identical to those created by the gaseous exchange of living
organisms. These are oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water, hydrogen, methane and ammonia. This, he
adds, is no accident (ne peut être accidentel). The amount of oxygen produced by plants, some 1.5 � 1021 g,
corresponds to the amount of living matter that has been produced by plants (p. 57). (The origin of life on
Earth is now traced back to gases such as these, leading Morowitz to observe that life is not an accident
but an inevitable outcome of energy flow through the atmosphere. In spite of this, too many people still try
to pretend that science says that life arose “by accident.” They are out of date by about two centuries.)

Of course, Vernadsky was not always correct. For example, he asserts on p. 63 that the green microorganisms
in the ocean are the principal transformers of solar energy to chemical energy on the planet. (While promises
of oceans feeding the world persisted into the late twentieth century, better measures of production revealed
that most of the oceans are unproductive, with pockets of high production along coasts, in estuaries and where
upwellings are produced by ocean currents.) Nonetheless, one can see in this book an attempt to chart the
major processes on Earth in terms of chemical and biological process calculated for the entire planet
(Figure B1.1.2). The extensive modern literature on biogeochemical cycles in general, and global warming in
particular, can be traced back to early work such as this.
Students can read Vernadsky with two rather different perspectives. First, it may seem remarkable that

many apparently modern ideas were being discussed more than a century ago. Second, it is equally remarkable
to realize just how young the science of plant ecology really is, and that we are living through a period in
which an entire scientific discipline is being constructed in front of our own eyes, perhaps including our own
contributions. In my experience La Biosphère, like The Origin of Species, has a strange but compelling mixture
of the past and the present, which is both hard to describe and difficult to forget.
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CONCLUSION Plants have formed and transformed the physical and chemical nature of the
biosphere (Table 1.6). Had plants not invaded the land back in the Silurian (Figure 1.5)
and created coal swamps (Figure 1.17), you would not be reading this chapter. In the
rest of this book we shall explore the great communities of plants that now rule the
world. If you master a few general principles, and understand a few key causal factors,
you will appreciate how they function altogether. In the next chapter we shall
explore the variety of plant types and their geographical distributions. This will allow
us to read about early global explorers, and many kinds of unusual plant species, and
prepare us to look at general principles in the following chapters.

Review Questions

1. What were the consequences of photosynthesis for the environment of Earth? Explain
how we can date the first occurrence of photosynthesis in sedimentary rocks. Don’t
forget to look again at Figure 1.15.

Table 1.6 Some of the major effects of plants in creating life on Earth

Stage of plant evolution Some principal effects

Origin of photosynthesis 1. Increased amounts of biological matter

2. Oxidation of oceans

a. Precipitation of metal ions

b. Respiration

c. Eukaryotic cells

3. Oxidation of atmosphere

a. Ammonia and methane removed

b. Ozone layer formed

c. Nitrates replace ammonia

d. Oxidative weathering of rocks

Invasion of land 1. Reduced rates of erosion and sedimentation

2. Removal of atmospheric CO2 and cooling of Earth

3. Production of coal

4. Formation of soils

5. Food and shelter for terrestrial animals

Origin of angiosperms 1. Flowers lead to insect diversification

2. Fruits provide food for birds, mammals and insects
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2. Put a mental dot on Figure 1.4 showing where you live. Where, on this diagram, did
other important events in history occur? The siege of Troy? The Boer war? The
Vietnam war? Where are important books located? Heart of Darkness? The Gulag
Archipelago? 1984? See if you can name a film from each region.

3. Write an enrichment box about Rhynia and its significance for plants. Be sure to
mention where the first fossils were found, when and by whom. Describe the life cycle
and habitat. Using your favourite search engine find some photos. Are there any
specimens you can view in a local museum?

4. Who was the first person to write about the biosphere?
5. One frequently hears from the ill-informed that evolution contradicts the second law

of thermodynamics. Explain, using the examples in this chapter, how evolution is, in
fact, a necessary consequence of the second law of thermodynamics.

6. Why does the global carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere (Figure 1.20)
show an annual cycle superimposed on the long-term trend?

7. What is a fossil fuel? How do fossil fuels regulate the Earth’s temperature? (I told
my classes that this would be on the final exam every year. It was. Yet every year
some people still found themselves unable to answer the question! Even graduate
students.)
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